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We've gotten some rain. I can once again hear the 

waterfall across the road. A steady stream. A white noise 
that's not always there. Not in times of near-drought. 
Then all is quiet. And I'm alone with only my thoughts 
to distract. But the waterfall, it adds something. A sub
conscious reminder that time is passing, passing and we · 
are aging and moving towards the finish line. Best to get 
things done today. Don't delay. 

But when there is no stea4y water stream to remind 
me of that, time stands still, and I forget, and what then?· 
Nothing. Because there is no urgency. Suddenly, writer's 
paralysis sets in. It's not that there is nothing to write 
about. It's that all is the same. All is gray. No sounds or 
wonder. But when things are moving, the wonder stirs. 

A baby is coming! 
The bride is about to walk down the aisle! 
The parade is coming! 
You hear the-brass and tµe flutes and the big drums 

and you know something is just around the bend! The an
ticipation. And time bends, drips by. Are they coming yet? 
Oh, when will they start? I've been standing here forever. 
Your feet are sore and you shift your weight from one leg 
to the other and you wait. Torturous but not dull. Because 
you are waiting for something. Expectantly. 

The start of another school year . . New clothes 
and fresh pencils to buy. Books to cover. Desks 
scrubbed clean. Floors waxed waiting for new feet. 
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Wh~ s your teacher this year? 
Are we in the same PE class? 

Halloween comes and the 
festivities start rolling again. Out come the door decora
tions and inflatable lawn ornaments. Some so early, you 
check the calendar. Wait a minute. Its still September. 
You shrug your shouldei:s and figure the neighbors were 
just eager to get on with things. Almost as ifto say I've 
been mowing this lawn all summer. Its time to start add
ing some bling! 

Next month is Thanksgiving and a long weekend. 
Anticipating family gatherings and overeating and 
overcooking. Preparing, planning, perhaps perseverat
ing. And the month after that-oh goodness! A flip of 
the page on the calendar and it's time to start thinking 
of decorating, chopping a tree, gathering gifts, mak
ing plans to be merry. It'll be here before you know it. 
There is a prevailing expectation of joy. Maybe it's joy 
wrapped in busyness, maybe even some frustration, but 
if we pause for a moment and reflect, we will recall the 
reason for all the planning in th<t first place was indeed 
joy. The challenge is sustaining the spirit of hopefulness 
that anything can happen. 

About the Author: Amy Nicholson is a freelance 
writer who lives in Northfield, CT. She hopes to encour
age and inspire others through her work.' She has been 
published in Country Woman, The Old Schoolhouse 
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The Lookout, and other publications. In addition to 
writing and discovering grace in ordinary places, Amy 
substitute teaches. Visit her at www.amynicholsonl4. 
wordpress.com. 
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